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IS THERE A CURE FOR LEGAL REMEDY?
ON THE TERMINOLOGY OF APPELLATE 

PROCEEDINGS IN CIVIL JUSTICE

Miljen Matijašević, Marko Bratković

University of Zagreb, Faculty of Law, Croatia

Abstract
The relationship between law and legal culture on the one hand and language on the 
other is an intriguing area of research not only for language professionals dealing with 
the area of law, whether they are teachers of legal language or legal translators, but also 
for lawyers dealing with law in an international context. The fact that law and language 
are inextricably linked may equally create problems in teaching legal language or any 
kind of legal translation, but also in comparative legal research. 

The present paper narrows down its focus to the key terms and concepts of civil 
justice in a comparative perspective. After a brief introduction and an overview of the 
situations in which the said professionals encounter problems, the authors endeavour 
to demonstrate some possible undesirable effects of translating the English term legal 
remedy into Croatian as pravni lijek, and vice versa. They emphasize that using the term 
pravni lijek to refer to a legal remedy is particularly problematic as it is likely to mislead 
the Croatian reader into thinking it refers to a review procedure. Further, an overview of 
appellate procedures is presented as are possible translation solutions, while a special 
emphasis is placed on the problems of translating the terms second appeal, judicial 
review and revizija. Finally, the complexity of translating possible decisions of appellate 
courts in English and Croatian jurisdictions, respectively, is discussed. Particularly, the 
authors address the difficulty of selecting appropriate English legal terms to denote 
Croatian concepts and propose possible translations, striving to strike a balance 
between the particularities of the Croatian system, the common use of those English 
terms in the English legal system, and the spirit of the Croatian legal language. Finally, 
the need for simplicity and uniformity in translation is emphasized for the purpose of 
minimizing the potential for erroneous comprehension and preserving clarity.

Key words: appeal, appellate jurisdiction, civil justice, legal remedy, legal translation
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Introduction
The English term legal remedy is commonly translated as pravni lijek into Croatian. 
Equally, and even more often, the Croatian term pravni lijek is, usually with little second 
thought, translated with the corresponding term legal remedy. These translations are 
seldom questioned because the two terms are apparent lexical equivalents (both 
remedy and lijek refer to a means to fix a wrong, i.e. cure a disease). Also, the main idea 
behind both terms is the same: a legal instrument used to rectify an injustice. But, do 
these instruments really mean the same in their respective systems? 

In this text the authors, a legal translator and a legal scholar, will focus on the problems 
and illustrate possible solutions in translating not only the terms pravni lijek and 
legal remedy from and into English, but also some other key terms of civil appellate 
jurisdiction. Firstly, the professionals and the working contexts in which they may 
encounter problems that are the focus of this paper will be identified. After that, the 
terms legal remedy and pravni lijek will be dealt with, followed by the vocabulary of 
appellate proceedings in England and Wales, and Croatia, respectively. A separate section 
will be dedicated to the possible decisions made by courts in appellate proceedings 
and the problems of their translation. The conclusion will comprise the main findings 
of the previous sections.

Working contexts and related problems
The contexts in which the challenge of coming up with terms in one language to 
denote the legal concepts of another occur are varied and affect at least three types 
of professionals. The first and the most obvious one is (1) the legal translator, who 
translates from and into English, presumably into and from another European language. 
The texts written in English may (a) concern the English legal system, they may (b) 
relate to an international context, but also (c) refer to a third legal culture to which 
English is not the native tongue. The second type of professional is (2) the teacher of 
legal English, who is frequently asked by students to explain legal terms referring to 
the English legal system and possibly translate them into Croatian for their better 
understanding. Even though these translations are not likely to assume a permanent 
form, a cursory approach to translation can lead to erroneous understanding of legal 
concepts. The third is (3) the legal scholar who either (a) compares a foreign legal system 
to his or her own, or (b) writes about own legal system in English, which is a common 
academic lingua franca. Legal scholars from various European countries describe their 
legal systems and concepts in English, coping with the challenge of using the common-
law language to talk about civil-law concepts. In the remainder of this section we will 
identify the general types of problems encountered in the above described activities.
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As concerns translating concepts of English law into Croatian, the encountered problems 
are perceived as system incompatibility or term incompatibility. System incompatibility 
becomes apparent when terms denoting concepts which do not have a counterpart 
in the target system, such as the English term equity or punitive damages, are to be 
translated. Term incompatibility is shown when apparently equivalent or corresponding 
terms denote different concepts, as is the case with legal remedy, i.e. pravni lijek, or 
terms such as review and revizija.

In translating a text from Croatian into English, or in writing about the Croatian 
or another non-common-law system in English, an additional set of problems is 
encountered. One such problem is the difficulty of choosing between a number of 
available English terms to denote a concept of, e.g. Croatian law. An example of this 
is choosing between the terms such as annul, revoke, repeal, abrogate, strike out, set 
aside or quash to denote the concepts of ukinuti and poništiti. Not only are there 
multiple possible solutions, but the differences in the two Croatian terms cannot be 
fully conveyed by a pair of any of the above mentioned English terms, as their precise 
definitions and manners of use do not fully correspond to the meanings of the Croatian 
terms. This problem is evidenced in the fact that there is overall inconsistency in the 
selection of English legal terms by legal scholars from non-English-speaking European 
countries when describing the same legal concepts and institutes of their respective 
legal systems.

What do legal remedy and pravni lijek actually mean?
A Croatian civil procedure textbook defines pravni lijek as a petition by an authorized 
person asking the court to review a court decision because it is allegedly illegal or wrong 
(Triva & Dika, 2004). The Croatian term pravni lijek is thus reserved for the procedures 
of challenging judgments and orders of trial courts. What is “remedied” in Croatian 
terms is the presumed erroneous application of law or determination of facts by the 
first-instance court.

Translations of pravni lijek as legal remedy can be found in the (albeit unofficial) 
translations of the Courts Act (entitled Judiciary Act) and the Civil Procedure Act 
(CPA) on the Croatian Supreme Court web site (www.vsrh.hr). This brings us to the 
assumption that the two terms are equivalent. However, this is certainly not the case. 

Black’s Law Dictionary (1999) defines a remedy as “[t]he means of enforcing a right 
or preventing or redressing a wrong”. The crucial difference between pravni lijek and 
legal remedy is immediately apparent – a legal remedy “remedies” the wrong inflicted 
to an individual by a wrongful act. While the term remedy may be used to refer to a 
legal means to rectify a wrong, even if the wrong is an erroneous judicial decision, in 
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common law systems, the term legal remedy is predominantly used in civil justice to 
denote the means available to the (first-instance) court to rectify the wrong committed 
by the defendant. For example, in torts and contracts the most common remedies are 
damages, injunction and specific performance. 

The difference between the terms legal remedy and pravni lijek is even better illustrated 
when these terms are used in a context. A legal remedy is sought by the claimant and 
awarded or ordered by the court. A review procedure, in turn, may be filed (for) by a 
party and heard, considered or ruled on by the court. This difference is equally illustrated 
in Croatian collocations, where verbs such as podnijeti or izjaviti, which mean to file (or 
to lodge), are used with pravni lijek. 

How to translate legal remedy and pravni lijek correctly?
When it comes to translating the common-law legal remedy into Croatian, the term 
pravni lijek seems to be particularly unsuitable as legal remedies form part of first-
instance decisions, while pravni lijek is used to challenge those very decisions. The 
purpose of legal remedies is to ensure legal protection and repair damage. For this 
reason generic terms like pravno sredstvo (legal means) or, even better, pravna zaštita 
(legal protection) might be closer to the meaning of legal remedy.

The term legal remedy is frequently used by many, not only Croatian, legal scholars and 
translators to refer to the concept of pravni lijek defined above. Examples of this can be 
found in many academic texts on Croatian, Slovenian, Austrian or German law, and most 
translators will automatically resort to this translation without giving it further thought. 
Of the analysed sources, both remedy and judicial remedy are used in Bobek (2009), 
while the term legal remedy is used in Galič (2014a; 2014b), Uzelac (2014) (but alongside 
means of review), and Fischer (2013). Conversely, Koch & Diedrich (1997) and Rechberger 
(2016) refer to appellate procedures as review proceedings, avoiding the use of the 
term remedy entirely. Even though legal scholars reading these texts may accurately 
interpret these terms the way the authors actually intended, the inconsistency may 
cause problems and, it is our belief, does not have sufficient justification. On top of that, 
it is our assumption that many legal translators (and possibly some legal practitioners) 
lack awareness of this issue. 

It has been brought to our attention that the phrase found at the end of judgments in 
Croatian courts reading Uputa o pravnom lijeku, which in fact introduces an instruction 
on the possibility of appeal, is often translated into English as Instruction on legal remedy 
by many translators and lawyers. While the text of the instruction makes it clear that this 
refers to the possibility of appeal, the title remains unnecessarily misleading. Referring to 
pravni lijek as review proceedings (procedure), Koch & Diedrich (1997) and Rechberger 
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(2016) may have been on the right track. Instruction for appeal or review may be a more 
accurate and less misleading solution for translating the above mentioned phrase. 

To illustrate the raised translation problem, an example from the European Convention 
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms is also worth noting 
here. Its Article 13 in English and in Croatian reads as follows: 

Article 13

Right to an Effective Remedy

Everyone whose rights and freedoms as set forth in this Convention are violated shall 
have an effective remedy before a national authority (…).

Članak 13.

Pravo na djelotvoran pravni lijek

Svatko čija su prava i slobode koje su priznate u ovoj Konvenciji povrijeđene ima 
pravo na djelotvorna pravna sredstva pred domaćim državnim tijelom (…).

In the English version the term remedy appears in the title of the article and in the 
provision itself. The Croatian translator, on the other hand, used the term pravni lijek 
in the title and pravno sredstvo (legal means) in the provision. This inconsistency likely 
points to the doubt the translator had regarding the actual meaning of the English 
term, and this doubt seems to be justified. The Croatian translation of the title does 
not convey the correct message. It should be noted, however, that the term remedy 
as used in the Convention does not fully correspond either to the common-law legal 
remedy or to pravni lijek, as found in the civil law systems, but rather represents an 
autonomous term in the law of the Convention.

To sum up, we propose that pravni lijek be translated as appellate (review) procedure 
(proceedings), or simply with the neutral review when used with verbs such as file (for) 
or lodge.

Review (appellate) procedures in England and Wales and 
their translations
In England and Wales most civil trials take place in county courts, while the more 
complex cases, special-jurisdiction cases (e.g. commercial) or cases involving high 
amounts of claim are tried in the High Court of Justice. The High Court also deals 
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with most appeals against county court judgments and orders. Alternatively, appeals 
may leapfrog directly from county courts to the Court of Appeal, where the appeal 
“would raise an important point of principle or practice; or [where] there is some other 
compelling reason for the Court of Appeal to hear it” (Civil Procedure Rules (CPR), 
2017, Part 52). Appeals against decisions of the High Court lie to the Court of Appeal, 
which acts as a second instance, and rarely as the third instance, when a second-
instance decision of the High Court is reviewed. The latter is referred to as a second 
appeal. The final instance of appeal is the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom. It 
reviews decisions of the Court of Appeal, or exceptionally of the High Court of Justice 
in a leapfrog procedure (for more on the courts of England and Wales hierarchy see 
Andrews (2017)).

In that context, literature concerning the English legal system commonly utilises the 
terms judicial review, appeal and second appeal. Judicial review is a special procedure 
that reviews a decision where there may have been “procedural impropriety, unfairness 
or bias” (CPR, 2017, Part 54), but is more common in administrative and criminal 
proceedings. The term appeal is commonly used broadly to denote any procedure 
to challenge a judicial decision, with the exception of judicial review, regardless of 
whether it is the first or second appeal (Jolowicz, 2000). Otherwise, an appeal is filed 
against first-instance decisions, while a second appeal is an appeal against a decision 
which was itself made on appeal. Interestingly enough, the Supreme Court of the UK 
is said to deal with appeals, even though it may be the third of even fourth instance to 
be dealing with the same case. This is particularly interesting from the point of view 
of the Croatian system, where the corresponding term for appeal (žalba) in civil and 
commercial justice only refers to appeals against first-instance decisions. The specialised 
term revizija is used for further review of a second-instance decision by the Supreme 
Court. Similar terms are used in e.g. Slovenian, German and Austrian law.

How to translate those terms into Croatian? Judicial review poses a particular challenge 
in that respect. In comparative law, the term may refer to different concepts: “(a) the 
control by the judiciary of the legality of administrative acts, (b) the judicial control of 
the constitutionality of legislative acts, and (c) judicial review of the legality judicial acts” 
(Mattei, Ruskola, & Gidi, 2009, p. 523). Since in common-law systems judicial review 
refers to the definitions under (a) and (c), it appears appropriate to come up with a 
special term for this special procedure. Therefore, translations sudska kontrola odluke 
(judicial review of a decision) or sudsko preispitivanje odluke (judicial re-examination of a 
decision) seem appropriate. In turn, appeal can (and usually is) translated simply as žalba, 
which is used to denote the reviewing of a first-instance decision. The procedure called 
second appeal corresponds to some extent to the above mentioned Croatian revizija. 
However, a more descriptive translation, such as žalba protiv odluke drugostupanjskog 
suda might be more acceptable, as it is more universal and less inspired by the Croatian 
system. 
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Review (appellate) procedures (not legal remedies!) in 
Croatia and their translations
In the Croatian civil court system, a vast majority of trials take place in municipal courts 
(općinski sudovi) and appeals against their decisions lie to county courts (županijski 
sudovi). Commercial matters are tried at first instance in commercial courts (trgovački 
sudovi) and appeals against their decisions lie to the High Commercial Court (Visoki 
trgovački sud). The Supreme Court (Vrhovni sud) is on the top of the court hierarchy.

In civil procedure theory (and law), review procedures are divided into two categories: 
regular review procedures (redovni pravni lijekovi), which suspend the finality and 
binding effect of judicial decisions (res iudicata, pravomoćnost), and extraordinary 
review procedures (izvanredni pravni lijekovi), which can be filed against res iudicatae. 
The regular review procedures in civil litigation are: žalba protiv presude (appeal against 
a judgment), žalba protiv rješenja (appeal against an order), and prigovor protiv platnog 
naloga (statement of opposition against an order for payment). The extraordinary review 
procedures are: revizija protiv presude (second appeal (on points of law) against a 
judgement), revizija protiv rješenja (second appeal against an order), and ponavljanje 
postupka (retrial). Second appeals lie to the Supreme Court and ponavljanje postupka 
is filed for and takes places in the trial court. 

As regards the translations of the terms for regular review procedures, the ones 
suggested in brackets seem to be appropriate as they are lexically and semantically 
equivalent, and contain legal terms easily comprehensible even to the average reader. 
It should also be noted that a judgment (presuda) is always a decision on the merits of 
the case, while an order (rješenje) denotes any other decision made by a court in civil 
litigation. The terms prigovor (protiv platnog naloga) and statement of opposition are 
both part of EU terminology. Thus, for the sake of coherence, the term statement of 
opposition is preferred to other occurring translations such as complaint and objection 
(Uzelac, 2014). The term ponavljanje postupka literally means reopening of proceedings 
(Galič, 2014a; Uzelac, 2014), which is also a possible alternative translation, considering 
that it also makes part of English legal vocabulary along with retrial.

The issue of translating revizija is somewhat more complex. For example, within the 
same paper Uzelac & Galič (2017) use the terms further/secondary/final appeal on 
points of law lodged with the Supreme Court, but also final review. The term second 
appeal is proposed here because it suggests one of the main features of revizija, which 
is the fact that it is an appeal against a second instance decision. A second appeal 
(revizija) is admissible only if certain special requirements are met. It is available for civil 
and commercial disputes meeting a value of the claim criterion, and for some family 
and employment disputes. However, in 2003 the Croatian CPA, inspired by Austrian 
law, introduced for almost all civil cases so-called izvanredna revizija (extraordinary 
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second appeal, Rechberger, 2016), which is admissible (dopustivost) if the decision in 
the case is relevant for the uniform application of the law and equality of all before 
the law. A similar concept is also known in Slovenian and German law as dopuščena 
revizija and Zulassungsrevision, respectively (which can be translated as second appeal 
by permission). 

Galič (2014a), Uzelac & Galič (2017) and Bobek (2009) refer to revizija or Revision as 
revision, which is not part of the English legal vocabulary. Conversely, Koch & Diedrich 
(1997) use the term second appeal, probably inspired by the English system. While 
both approaches have their merits, we believe that the solution taken from the English 
system may be more suitable as it is clear, it sounds natural and, in addition to that, its 
descriptiveness reduces the possibility of erroneous understanding. The term revision, 
on the other hand, suffers from a lack of transparency and may be somewhat misleading.

Decisions made by English courts in review proceedings
According to Rule 52.20 of the CPR (2017), an appellate court can (a) affirm, set aside 
or vary any order or judgment made or given by the lower court; (b) refer any claim or 
issue for determination by the lower court; (c) order a new trial or hearing; (d) make 
orders for the payment of interest; (e) make a costs order.

As concerns the possible decisions listed in (a) above, affirm can be translated as 
potvrditi, which is a corresponding legal term. Vary seems to correspond to the Croatian 
preinačiti, which means alter the judgment, i.e. enter a different judgment. Set aside, on 
the other hand, seems to refer to the situations in which the appellate court cancels 
the first-instance decision. Accordingly, the following translations are suggested: ukinuti 
for set aside and preinačiti for vary. As will be shown below, these Croatian terms are 
used in the Croatian law on civil procedure.

The following are the proposed translations of (b) to (e): (b) uputiti bilo koji zahtjev ili 
pitanje nižem sudu na ponovno odlučivanje; (c) donijeti odluku (rješenje) o ponavljanju 
postupka ili o održavanju nove rasprave; (d) donijeti odluku (rješenje) o plaćanju 
kamata; and (e) donijeti odluku (rješenje) o troškovima. All translations are both literal 
and transparent. Alternate translations have been proposed for order. Order can be 
translated as odluka (decision) or rješenje (order). Odluka might be opted for because 
it is an acceptable generic term which might be more suitable in case that a particular 
order made by an English court might not necessarily fully correspond to what is 
understood as rješenje under Croatian law. 
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Decisions made by Croatian courts in review proceedings
Article 366 of the Croatian CPA (2014) provides the following possible decisions in 
second-instance procedures: (1) odbaciti žalbu kao nepravodobnu, nepotpunu ili kao 
nedopuštenu, (2) odbiti žalbu kao neosnovanu i potvrditi prvostupanjsku presudu, (3) 
ukinuti prvostupanjsku presudu i uputiti predmet prvostupanjskom sudu na ponovno 
suđenje, (4) ukinuti prvostupanjsku presudu i odbaciti tužbu, and (5) preinačiti 
prvostupanjsku presudu. These decisions will be analysed in the following paragraphs 
and possible translations suggested. It is to be noted that the proposed terms are 
applicable mutatis mutandis also on decisions of the Supreme Court deciding on second 
appeal.

The decision referred to in (1) above concerns situations when the appeal is untimely, 
incomplete or inadmissible, and is therefore dismissed. In other words, the reasons 
for the dismissal are formal and have no relation to the merits. In Croatian this is 
additionally emphasized by the use of the verb odbaciti, which is used for a dismissal 
on formal grounds. A dismissal on the grounds of merits is referred to with the verb 
odbiti. Seeing as this distinction is very important in Croatian law, it seems appropriate 
to select different English verbs to denote those distinct actions. Accordingly, a possible 
translation of this decision might be: reject the appeal as untimely, incomplete and 
inadmissible. Alternatively, one might opt to disregard the two distinct verbs used in 
Croatian, and retain dismiss for both odbaciti i odbiti. An argument in favour of that 
decision is that, in this particular phrase, the context clearly explains the grounds for the 
decision as being formal. On the other hand, the difference between the two verbs is so 
deeply engrained in the Croatian legal terminology that it warrants being translated by 
two different verbs so as to raise awareness in the reader of these important concepts 
of Croatian law. 

The next decision (2) refers to dismissing the appeal on the grounds of merits (note 
the use of the verb odbiti) and affirming the first-instance judgment. Therefore, an 
appropriate translation might be: dismiss the appeal as unfounded and affirm the first-
instance judgment (Uzelac, 2014 uses the term confirm). 

The remaining decisions concern situations in which the appellate court decides in 
favour of the appellant. In (3) the court sets aside the judgment and remands or remits 
the case to the first-instance court for a new trial, while in (4) it sets aside the judgment 
and rejects the original claim. It should be noted here that in neither of these cases does 
the court enter a new judgment of its own. In (3) the case is remanded to the lower 
court, which then makes a ruling in a new procedure, while in (4) the appellate court 
not only sets aside the judgment, but declares the original claim filed with the first-
instance court inadmissible. No new procedure takes place considering that it never 
should have happened in the first place. Also, quash might be an alternative to set 
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aside (Uzelac, 2014; Koch, 1999). It might be worth noting that, in law of arbitration, it 
is commonly said that an arbitral award can be set aside by a national court (Croatian: 
poništiti arbitražni pravorijek) (see e.g. Uzelac, 1999). As mentioned above, the difference 
between ukinuti i poništiti in Croatian law is considered to be rather important. For 
this reason, special caution is required in dealing with these terms. It is interesting to 
note that Bobek (2009) seems to use the term quash in referring to the e.g. French and 
German civil justice system and the term set aside when referring to the common law 
systems. An argument against the use of quash might be that this term seems to be 
used in English law predominantly in administrative and criminal justice. The decision 
referred to in (5) above, refers to altering or varying the judgment, meaning that, in 
fact, the appellate court replaces the original judgment with one of its own. The term 
reverse is also used to denote this meaning (Uzelac, 2014). 

Finally, the proposed translations of decisions (3) to (5) are: (3) set aside the first-instance 
judgment and remand the case to the first-instance court for a new trial; (4) set aside the 
first-instance judgment and reject the claim; and (5) vary (or reverse) the first-instance 
judgment.

Conclusion
The answer to the question in the title of this paper would be – yes. The cure for 
legal remedy lies in the exploration of the extent and usage of source and target legal 
terms and consistency in their translation. This paper is but a small contribution to the 
efforts aimed at harmonizing legal terminology in translation from and into English. 
Our primary finding is that pravni lijek and legal remedy are conceptually different 
and should by no means be taken for granted as equivalents. Further, in translating 
concepts of English civil justice, terms close to the Croatian system should be used for 
clarity, with proper adjustments with a view to precision. Finally, as regards translating 
the terms of Croatian appellate procedures in civil justice into English, consistency in 
selecting the many available English terms should be a primary concern, along with 
care as to the specific meanings and connotations of Croatian terms which do not 
easily correlate to existing English terms.
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IMA LI LIJEKA ZA PRAVNE LIJEKOVE?
O TERMINOLOGIJI PRAVNIH LIJEKOVA

U GRAĐANSKOM POSTUPKU

Sažetak
Neraskidiva povezanost prava i jezika neke države katkad može prouzročiti teškoće u 
poučavanju stranog jezika pravne struke, u pravnom prevođenju, ali i u znanstvenom 
radu u području komparativnog prava. Odnos prava, pravne kulture i jezika stoga je 
zanimljivo područje istraživanja ne samo nastavnicima jezika pravne struke ili pravnim 
prevoditeljima nego i pravnicima koji rade u međunarodnom kontekstu.

Ovaj se rad bavi terminologijom pravnih lijekova u hrvatskom i engleskom građanskom 
postupku te predstavlja mali doprinos ujednačenju prijevoda hrvatske pravne 
terminologije na engleski jezik. Nakon kratka opisa situacija u kojima se jezični i 
pravni stručnjaci susreću s poteškoćama s prevođenjem pravne terminologije, u radu 
se upućuje na moguće neželjene učinke prevođenja engleskog termina legal remedy 
hrvatskim pravni lijek. U nastavku teksta za pravne lijekove i odluke žalbenih sudova u 
hrvatskom i engleskom pravnom sustavu ponuđena su moguća prijevodna rješenja na 
engleski, odnosno hrvatski jezik. Pritom je posebna pozornost posvećena poteškoćama 
u odabiru prikladnih engleskih termina za prijevod hrvatskih pojmova. U odabiru svih 
se predloženih rješenja vodilo računa o posebnostima hrvatskoga pravnog sustava te 
uobičajenoj uporabi odabranih engleskih termina u engleskomu pravnom sustavu. U 
zaključku je naglašena potreba za jednostavnošću i dosljednošću u prevođenju kako bi 
se očuvala jasnoća, a mogućnost pogrešna razumijevanja svela na najmanju moguću 
mjeru.

Ključne riječi: žalba, građanski postupak, pravni lijek, nadležnost u drugostupansjkim 
i trećestupanjskim postupcima, pravno prevođenje


